
Kudos 

Námsspil byggt á samvirku námi og hlutverkaleik 

Velkomin í spilið Kudos þar sem hægt er að ferðast um heiminn, uppgötva nýja undraheima 

og slást við óhugnanleg skrímsli. Í Kudos er hægt að upplifa mismunandi sögur og veruleika, 

það eina sem gæti stoppað ykkur er ykkar eigið ímyndunarafl. Í þessu spili fá allir tækifæri til 

að setja sig í hlutverk og vinna saman sem hópur til þess að sigrast á þeim öflum sem 

stjórnandi hefur sett upp. Spilið er einfalt í uppsetningu, hægt er að upplifa hinar ýmsu 

aðstæður, allt frá geimævintýrum og dularfullum mannránum til víkingasagna. Vefsíðan sem 

fylgir spilinu er skrifuð á ensku og farið er í gegnum alla þá þætti sem þurfa að vera til staðar 

svo hægt sé að setja upp spilið. Spil eins og þessi taka sjaldan aðeins eina kennslustund en 

stjórnandinn þarf að tilkynna í upphafi leiks hversu margar kennslustundir nemendur hafa til 

að klára það. Spilið er sett þannig upp að hægt er að spila hvaða gerð af hlutverkaspili sem 

er, hvort sem það á að gerast núna í raunheimi, í fantasíuheimi með álfum og tröllum eða í 

einhvers konar vísindaskáldskap þar sem ferðast er um alheiminn. Takmarkanir einskorðast 

við það umhverfi sem stjórnandi hefur sett upp en það er undir spilurum komið að vinna sig í 

gegnum þær. Spilið á að vera skemmtilegt og lærdómsríkt á sama tíma, efla samvinnu og 

skilja eftir sig eftirminnilegar minningar sem spilarar geta átt. Verið velkomin í 

undraspilaheim Kudos! 
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How the game works 

The game can be played in many ways but there are some aspects crucial to understand the 

flow of the game. This is a game where the group has to work together to achieve their 

objectives but they have to utilize their different skills. In this game the focus is on 

imagination, interaction, acting, role-playing and strategy. But enough about that! Let’s dive 

into the rules you have to know to be able to play the game. 

Characters, abilities and skills 

The students play the roles of the protagonists and get to create their own characters. Those 

characters have to interact with the world created by the Game Master (or GM for short). 

Each character has their own abilities that can range from one to ten in six different 

categories. Five of those are the same for every character but the final one depends on the 

characters chosen specialization. Abilities roughly tell you what your character is capable of 

but even so that does not tell you what skills he has. Skills are subcategories of abilities but 

every skill is derived from a particular ability. For example, the ability strength tells you how 

strong your character is but climbing is a skill under it. A strong character cannot climb out of 

every situation if he does not have the skill necessary and that can also be reversed. You can 

read more about abilities, skills and character creation in the chapter How to make a 

character. 

How dice rolls work 

This is a game where the dice call the shots but control over the consequences falls on the 

GM. In most cases when the players have decided their action a die must be rolled to see 

how well that action went. There are a couple of different dice used in this game but mostly 

students use a 10-sided die that will be referred as 1d10 from now on. After declaring the 

move, throwing the die, you add what the die gives with the associated skill and ability. The 

GM decides how difficult every dice roll is but it depends on the action and what the 

situation is. For example, you would need to throw a lot higher if you want to swim out of a 

strong current rather than swimming in a pool. You can read more about how to utilize the 

dice and other rules in the game rules chapter. 

Interaction and cooperation 

Interaction between players and the GM is very important but it is the backbone of the 

game. All interaction is supposed to happen in the target language and the party needs to 

devise strategies and make decisions by conversing. If the protagonists have interactions 

with other characters from the game, then the GM will step in for that character. Interaction 

with non-playable characters, or NPC’s, varies depending on the situation and what the party 

is looking for. This might be to get directions, obtain valuable information, or just to befriend 

a stranger. In some instances, you don’t need to use a die but depending on what the party 

want from the person, certain information or perhaps to convince him to join them, forces 

them to use a die to solve the situation. 
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RPG Jargon 

Role-playing games usually have a type of language that is only used in this particular 
context and may not be understood outside of it. These are specific terms that describe in-
game concepts and terms used to describe RPGs. 

 Campaign – A continuing storyline or set of adventures, typically involving the same 
characters. A campaign by definition spans more than one session of play. 

 Character creation – The method used to create a character, especially a player 
character. 

 Character sheet – A record of a player character, including whatever details, notes, 
game statistics, and background information a player would need during a play 
session. 

 Fumble – An unforced error when attempting a task. 

 Game master – The person who runs a role-playing game and arbitrates how actions 
are resolved and narrated. 

 Initiative – The determination of who goes first and in what order declared actions 
are carried out. 

 Metagaming – Using out-of-character knowledge to solve in-character problems, or 
to explain in-character behavior. 

 Session – A single meeting of a role-playing group. 

 Setting – The fictional world in which the game takes place. 

 Total party wipe (TPW) – The entire party of player characters dies. 

  



How to make a character 

One of the most important aspects of Kudos is to be able to create your very own character 

to play as. The students will be able to view the world through the eyes of their characters 

and react accordingly. All of those character then become a group or a party that has to 

solve the mysteries going on all around them. The GM is in control of all other characters the 

party might meet up with so interaction with them can change quite a bit depending on the 

characters the party has made. The party has to utilize their different skills so that they can 

complete the story the GM has set up for them. 

Abilities 

In the game each character has six unique abilities that define how that character is. All of 

these abilities are written on the character sheet and can vary greatly. Those six are: 

 

Agility 

This represents how limber, agile and fast your character is. Being strong in this category can 

assist with jumping, running or shooting from a weapon.  

 

Intelligence 

This tells you how smart your character is and what he knows about the world, culture and 

how fast he is to think. Being strong in this category can assist you when you need to hide or 

see what is happening around you. 

 

Strength 

This tells you how strong your character is and what their body type is. Being strong in this 

category can assist you with climbing and also tells you how much damage you can delve out 

in hand-to-hand combat. 

 

Vigor 

This tells you about the stamina of the character and how much pain he can handle. Being 

strong in this category can assist you when you have been poisoned or to alleviate some of 

the damage the character has taken. 

 

Empathy 

This tells you how well your character can interpret the feeling of other characters. Being 

strong in this category can assist you when you need to understand if somebody is lying to 

you or you have to convince others to get you out of a bad situation. 

 

Specialty 

This tells you about the qualification of the character to do something that connects to his 

specialty. Each character has their own unique specialization that depends on the player that 

has made him. Different skills that are related to the specialization of the character 

appertain to this category. For example, if the character in question decides to become a 

doctor then skills connected to the specialization would become related to this category. 
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Then you select four skills and those also get the added bonus of the specialization. 

 

All of these six abilities have value from 1 up to 10. The players get 45 points to start with 

and they can divide them between these six categories. Each ability must have at least 1 

point and can at the most have 10. Having five points in a category tells you that that 

character has average proficiency for that ability. 

Skills 

Under five of these abilities you have skills that are associated with them. Specialty works 

differently because it has no particular skills but you can read more about it the 

chapter Specialty. Skills are leveled up over the course of the game and can vary greatly from 

each player. The more points you allocate to your skills determines how strong you are at 

that particular skill.  At the start of the game each player receives 40 points to allocate 

between all the different skills. Each category can have the maximum of six point overall but 

there is no minimum you are required to put in a particular skill. If there is no point in a skill 

and the player is forced to use it then he must subtract 3 from the throw as punishment. 

There is also an option to create your very own skills that would fit into any of these 

categories but it has to make sense for the character as a person in the game. Press the 

button below to be able to see a list of the skills and their description.  

Specialty 

The last ability category is different from the rest of them. Unlike the other categories which 

have fixed skills that fit into them, this ability category relates more to your own 

specialization. Here below you can read some examples of different specializations to select 

from but this category is more open to creativity from the players. It all really depends on 

the setting and therefore must be discussed with the GM before selecting. After choosing 

specialty, you get to choose four skills that are related to it. When you use one of those four 

skills you get added bonus of the specialty 1d10+Skill+Ability+Specialty. This can matter 

immensely depending on the situation but the player and the GM must agree on if the 

specialization gets added to a specific die roll before the player acts. For example, if your 

specialization is a reporter then gathering information from the streets can become easier. 

Here you can see some examples of specializations to select from but the game encourages 

you to create your very own with the GM of your story.  

Background 

Each and every character has a story, who they are, where they are from, what they want 

out of life. This story tells you a lot about the character and what their goals are. It is very 

important to have a clear backstory in mind for your character so you can be able to 

interpret situations accordingly. The backstory should be made before you start playing and 

how in depth you decide to go with it depends on the GM and how much he wants to know. 

To get the most out of Kudos you should spend some time forming the background stories. 

There are a couple of ways to get more invested in your character. You could for example, 

do a synopsis out of his life before the game starts or perhaps do improvisation to flesh out 



character traits. Whatever the GM decides to go with needs to fit to the setting of the story. 

For example, if the story occurs during the 60’s then the details need to match that setting, if 

the story is a fantasy with magical kingdoms and elves then the backstory can’t be about a 

plumber working in Reykjavík.  

Character Sheet 

Everyone has their very own character sheet that they need to fill out but this character 

sheet represents their characters. At the top you put the name of your character and next to 

it you can make a drawing of how the character looks. If you follow the steps above, you 

should be able to fill up the ability box fairly quickly and then decide your skills. In the 

specialty box you write at the top your own specialization and then you have a couple of 

lines to write down all skills that are associated with it but those get the ability specialty as a 

boost when you use them. Depending on your strength level you will write down your body 

type and then put the modifier in the box next to it. Having 1-2 makes you very weak with -2 

as a modifier, having 3-4 makes you weak with -1 as a modifier, having 5-7 makes you 

average with 0 as a modifier, having 8-9 makes you strong with +1 as a modifier and 10 

equals very strong with +2 as a modifier. The damage box represents your life but you may 

need to make it shorter. There are 20 boxes but everyone starts with 10, depending on your 

Vigor gives you extra boxes but for each point in it you get an extra box. So if you have 5 in 

Vigor you leave 5 of them empty and fill up the last 5 but if you have 10 then you would not 

need to fill any up as you have a lot of health. On the next page you can see the actions you 

can take in combat written down. There is also a box where you can write down some 

information like age, gender, appearance, family background and life events. Then there is a 

weapon box where you can write down all your weapons and put their damage level in the 

box next to it. Then you have your Gear where you can write down your currency and all the 

object that you can carry around.  
 

  



Game Rules 

The game is played mostly by utilizing the imagination of the students to visualize the 

scenarios. The GM describes situation and the surrounding with as much detail as possible 

and allows the players to familiarize themselves with the world. The players then vocalize 

what they want to do and the GM carries the story forward. Most situations have a 

diplomatic solution but sometimes the party needs to resort to self-defense. In this section 

we will look at the rules that form the game. 

Exploration and using skills 

You might find yourself lost in a dungeon or trapped in a castle but the important thing to 

remember is to use your skills to help you in each situation. While exploring the world the 

GM has created you quickly find out that utilizing skills matters immensely. When you decide 

to use a skill you declare it to the GM. For example, you decide to hide because you hear a 

disturbing sound. Then you throw your 1d10 die and add that number with how many points 

you have in the skill hide. Hide is a skill under the ability intelligence and therefore you also 

add that number. 1d10+Hide(Skill)+Intelligence(Ability). If you don’t have any points in that 

particular skill, then you must subtract -3 from the throw but still add the die and ability 

score. How do you know if the throw was successful? In this imaginative scenario the GM 

decides how difficult hiding would be given the situation or he does a die roll where what 

made that sound would search. As players of the story you don’t have to worry much about 

the technical aspects of the throw, just know what your part of the equation 

is 1d10+Skill+Ability. Depending on how difficult the task is a certain minimum number is 

needed to be thrown. Here you can see the rating depending on the difficulty and the 

corresponding numerical value: 

Combat 

In this game the focus is not on fighting so much as exploring but that does not mean that 
the party does not have to be able to defend themselves. Depending on the story or setting, 
things can get pretty dangerous and that is why a good understanding is needed of how to 
solve difficult situations. 
 
Rounds, turns and initiative  
Combat is divided into rounds where everyone gets to take their turn. Each round takes 
about three seconds in game time. When combat starts everyone, from the party to the 
enemies, needs to throw 1d10 and then add that number to their agility score. This is called 
initiative and the player with the highest score goes first and then it goes down the list. The 
players are in charge of throwing their own initiative but the GM does it for the 
enemies.  When the round has started and everyone has thrown initiative you get to decide 
what to do. You can react right away by declaring attack or you could wait your turn. If you 
decide to wait, then you can come in at any time before your next round and complete your 
turn.  
 
Actions 
Here you can find a list of actions you can do during combat: 
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 Aim – Gain +1 to hit for every round you aim, maximum 3 times. 

 Ambush – By sneaking behind someone or surprising them you can get a +5 to hit 
during that round. The one being attacked cannot attack you beforehand during that 
round. 

 Attack – Use your weapon or melee attack. 

 Escape – If you are stuck or somebody is holding you down, you can spend the round 
escaping from it. 

 Fast Draw – Can only be done at the start of the combat. A player declares it and 
receives +3 to his initiative throw but at the expense of -3 to his hit roll, only in the 
first round. 

 Move Around – You can try to run away or move behind an enemy. Depending on 
how far you need to go an athletics throw must be used. 

 Reload/Change – Reload or change weapon 

 Repair/First aid/other actions – Use other skills that fit the situation. 

 

How combat works 

So you won the initiative and decided to attack. What now? Well that all depends on the 

weapons you have.  There are two different ways to attack, ranged attack and melee attack. 

Ranged attacks are the skills shooting, archery, and athletics (when using throwing 

weapons). Here you must use the formula 1d10+Skill+Agility and that must be equal or 

higher than the determined hit number.  

Melee attacks work differently though and the skills are brawling, fencing, and melee. Here 

you must use the formula 1d10+Skill+Agility but the person opposing you gets to try and 

deflect it by countering you with 1d10+Skill+Agility. Strength matters in melee combat but 

depending on your body type you get bonuses or subtractions from it to the hit number. 

Body types are based on the ability strength and you can see the modifiers in the table. 

So you finally managed to hit your enemy. It doesn’t matter if you use melee or ranged 

attacks if you successfully hit your enemy then you must find out where you hit them.  You 

start by throwing 1d10 to see where the blow lands. Depending on the number you receive 

that is where you cause damage. Where the damage happens doesn’t really matter unless 

you hit them in the head, then it does double damage. You can either declare at the start of 

the round where you want to hit them, but that makes hitting them more difficult, or you 

can just attack and then find out where the blow went. You can see where the blow landed 

depending on what you throw in the table below. 

Health, damage and death 

In Kudos players can take damage that will eventually kill them. That is why the team must 
carefully plan how to get out of combat situations as safely as possible. Each character starts 
with 10 damage slots. For each damage you take you put a X in one of those slots. Maximum 
health varies depending on the vigor of the character. For every point in Vigor you get an 



extra damage slot. So you could end up with 11-20 boxes. 
 
Damage taken varies greatly depending on what happens and what is causing the damage. 
There are three levels of damage you can take depending on the severity of the blow. For 
each damage level you suffer, you put equal amount of hits in your damage slots. Level 1 
blow subtracts 1 from your damage slots and level 3 subtracts 3. 

 1st level – Taking 1 in damage happens when the blow is not serious. Like falling from 
mediocre heights, hand-to-hand combat against an untrained fighter. 

 2nd level – Taking 2 in damage happens when the blow is strong. Taking a hit from a 
trained martial arts fighter, melee wounds and some weapons like pistols. 

 3rd level – Taking 3 in damage happens when the blow is serious. This happens from 
most weapons like rifles, shotguns and heavy weapons. 

How much damage you take is calculated by the GM. Other things to have in mind: When 

the damage is to the head, then you double the damage taken. Level 1 becomes 2 damage 

slots, Level 2 becomes 4 damage slots and Level 3 becomes 6 damage slots. Explosions work 

in a similar way but depending on where the bomb goes off is relative to the damage. 

 

When you take damage you might be stunned for a moment. To know if you are stunned 

you must throw 1d10+Vigor and if the throw goes over your current damage then you are 

safe but if it doesn’t then you will be stunned in the next round. Therefore, the more 

damage you have overall means that you are more likely stunned. If you are stunned, then 

next round you can throw a die again to see if you escape it. This goes on until you get rid of 

it or the battle ends. 

 

Characters are able to die. This only happens when you fill up your damage slots. A medic 

can save your life here by using his skills otherwise the character might die. If a character 

dies but the rest of the party safely escapes the situation, you should create a new character 

with the player and reintroduce him to the group. 

 

Healing: 

First aid is a skill under the ability Intelligence that you use to heal your party from injuries 

sustained over the game. All characters have damage slots that they fill up but that 

represent their life. After a fight is over you can heal the injured party and get some health 

points back. First aid is used like any other skill 1d10+First Aid+Intelligence and to get rid of a 

damage slot you take away you need to have 3 on the die. This means that if someone has 

15 damage slots and have taken 7 in damage that you would need to throw 21 to get rid of it 

all. Doctors and other players that have a specialization in healing are therefore much better 

healers and can more easily remove damage. You can only try to heal a person once a day 

but you can try again the next day if you take little away or fumble. Other things to keep in 

mind are that if you have received half of the damage that the damage slots allow you will 

take -2 on every throw you do until this is fixed. For example, if you have 20 slots and take 

10 in damage, then you would suffer -2 as a penalty on every throw. Each day one point goes 



off the damage slot so even though you don’t have someone who knows first aid then you 

can still regain health, only it will take a couple of days. 

Exploding and fumbles 

The players mostly use a ten sided die to get results but there are still two important rules to 

remember about using any die in the game. Those are the so-called fumble roll and 

exploding roll. The die explodes any time you throw the highest number available, which on 

a ten-sided die is a 0, representing the value 10. If you manage that you get to throw the die 

again. It is possible to explode many times over but after you finish throwing the die you use 

all those throws to add them up to the rest of the formula. Exploding represents doing things 

amazingly or just by succeeding exponentially at a task. Fumble rolls on the other hand are 

the exact opposite. That is when you throw the lowest number available, or 1. If this 

happens then you must do another roll to see how badly you failed at the given task. This 

can happen in any throw, be it combat, persuasion, swimming, and so on. A fumble roll 

means an automatic fail by the player at the given task, even though it was a really easy one. 

The GM is in charge of declaring what goes wrong with the throw but there are guidelines 

that the GM can use. 

*Agility has two categories because of their different nature and consequences. 

- Specialization doesn’t have a category but the fumble is based on a skill throw. 

- These are just suggestions because the GM has control over what happens. 

Leveling up 

A big part of any good role-playing game is leveling up. Seeing your character getting 

stronger is a big enjoyment of the game and thus it is important to give the players a chance 

to level up. After each game session you get a certain number of skill points to use. Those 

points are then used to gain more skills or to improve on previously learned ones. At the 

start of each session you award the players each 2-5 skill points based on how well they 

played in the last game. It is for the GM to decide how much they should get but he can 

reward them for teamwork or completing difficult objectives this way. The players then get 

to level up before starting the next session. If they decide not to spend the skill points but to 

save them until later they cannot use them during that session. Instead they must wait until 

the next session to spend their skill points. There is no reason not to level up though as you 

gain nothing from saving them up.  

Kudos 

Kudos are a big and important part of the game. The Kudos chips work like divine 
intervention and can help you out of a sticky situation. During each game session the group 
receives one chip per player and one extra to represent the GM. In most cases the game will 
be played by a group of four alongside the GM so that equals 5 Kudos chips. The chips are 
owned by the party as a whole and must be used with the approval of the group. You can 
use a Kudos chip for many different reasons (see list below) but that only applies if the 
majority of the group agrees with it. You are free to spend them as you like but you only get 
a limited amount of Kudos chips so you should spend them wisely. It doesn’t matter if you 



use them all or none of them, in the next session you will again receive the same number of 
Kudos chips. If you have spent them all and then later in the session feel the need to use 
them but have none left, then you can’t use them and need to find an alternative solution. 
You can only receive extra chips if the GM decides you did something that deserves praise. 
For example, great role-playing, overcoming a major obstacle, entertaining the group, or 
generally advancing the plot.   
Instances you can use your Kudos chips: 

 When you become stunned, spend a chip and shake it off so you won’t lose a round. 

 When taking damage, you can shrug it off. 

 When you fumble a throw, you can save yourself from a bad fumble but don’t get to 
try another throw. 

 When you throw the die and are not happy with the result, you can try again and 
select the better throw of the two. You can only do this before the GM tells you what 
will happen with the previous throw.  

  



Setting up a campaign 

Creating a game in Kudos can seem like it is very complicated but it is a lot simpler than you 
would imagine. It is important to set yourself a couple of ground rules to follow and focus on 
allowing the players to create the experience you are looking for. First and foremost, you 
need to have a clear idea of the setting that the adventure takes place in and what the story 
you are trying to create is about. 
 
There are generally many different ways to control a game like this and that really all 
depends on the GM of the game. Some like to think more on their feet and throw surprises 
at the party depending on the decision they make, while others like to plan all interactions 
and how they can develop and adapt each situation to it. While there is no correct way you 
need to find a good middle ground to make it work for yourself. Experiences can be linear or 
they can have a very open feel to them but the most important aspect is to have a clear idea 
what the purpose of the story and game is. A recommendation for anyone that is trying to 
GM in their first game is to go with a smaller game that doesn’t have too many variables to 
think about. It can be quite difficult to always anticipate what the players are going to do, 
especially if you have a vast open world that can allow them to deviate from the “correct” 
path. Here are 7 steps you should go through while creating a story out of Kudos 
       1. Setting up the story and setting: 
There are a lot of different possibilities to create from but you should have an overall arc in 
mind when setting up the game. Is there a mystery that the party needs to solve? Is the 
party on a journey that takes them from one place to another? Do the players find 
themselves trapped in a dungeon with no idea what brought them there? Are they being 
prosecuted for a crime they did not commit and need to find a way to save themselves? You, 
as GM, need to have a clear story in mind that the players will follow and learn valuable 
lessons in.  
       2. Organize how many game sessions you need: 
In a game with inexperienced GM and players things might move a lot slower or faster than 
anticipated. It is therefore important to understand how long the game should take. In some 
cases, you might have 20 items planned and think you will be able to do 5 in each game that 
would result in 4 play sessions. Unfortunately, it might not go that way but if you have a 
clear structure in mind then you can easily adapt to any given situation.  
       3. Create important characters and materials beforehand: 
It is important to be well prepared when unleashing the players into the game world. You 
should create the most important characters that the players will meet beforehand but you 
should also create a template for other characters. This all depends on the story and setting, 
the game might be solved by fighting otherworldly creatures while solving language puzzles 
to get through a maze or you might have the party arguing for themselves in court. As a GM 
you have a better understanding of what the players will find, as you create and decide it all, 
therefore you have to be able to know if that character can fight or not, before the fight 
starts.  
       4. Prepare tasks that the players need to solve: 
Now that you have prepared a story, setting and NPC to fit the world you need to devise 
some tasks for the players to solve. Tasks should vary as much as you can and also give the 
players a chance to use their own specialization. Give them different types of tasks that force 
them to use the language in different ways. A fun way to engage them is to have them solve 
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a world puzzle by finding letters and arranging them into the word they have to use to 
continue. You can also use riddles to that force them to think outside of the box. These 
examples work well in a setting that is forcing them through a dungeon but can also be used 
in other settings. Another task might be to write a letter that chronicles what has happened 
so far or to play a guessing game with a NPC they meet. 
       5. Create the main story characters with the players: 
The game is almost ready but now you need to introduce the heroes of the story. With the 
players you create the characters they want to play as and devise with them their backstory. 
It is very important that you give the students time to embrace their character and devise 
some personality quirks. You can have them practice the characters or write a summary 
about their life so far. This can include Important facts like how many siblings the character 
has or how his relationship is with his parent’s matter. It is important for the players to be 
able to tell you what the motivations of their characters are and what trials they have 
suffered through the years. All this helps them bond with them and want to keep them alive 
and well. 
       6. Create the party and make them into a team: 
There needs to be a clear reason why the party decides to stick together. In a game that is 
open and as complicated like Kudos the players should feel a clear need for their team to 
succeed. Even if you decide to give each and every player his very own personal storyline 
(usually only done in bigger games) you still should have the main quest connected to all of 
the players. If the story revolves around a kidnapping, then they all should know the victim 
or be responsible for solving it. They might all work for the same company or be hired 
through the same contractor. After sorting out the group you should do some team building 
exercises to get the players closer as a team. 
       7. Tips to have in mind: 

 Even though the game is played by using the imagination of the players, the GM can 
use other material, other than his words, to give the players a better understanding 
of what is happening around them. Things like the whiteboard or a tablet computer 
can be used to draw a small map that you can then put the character on. This gives 
them a chance to better see their surroundings and devise what to do next. This does 
not have to be a pretty map, perhaps a top down view of the room they are in but 
this can make a big difference for some players. For example, if a big fight is 
happening with a couple of enemies then the situation might confuse the players if 
the GM isn’t carefully explaining all the details. Nobody likes to make a mistake 
because they didn’t fully understand where the enemies are placed.  

 You need to be careful when planning enemy attacks or boss fights but it needs to be 
challenging enough so that they think they might lose if they are not smart. You 
should make the encounters gradually more difficult with time and in the final stages 
of the story a wrong move could cost a character his life. It is possible to receive 
damage and that damage is caused depending on how damaging the weapon is. In 
the chapter Health, damage and death you can read more about what causes a lot of 
damage. 

 Killing of characters can be a hard thing to do but it might be necessary depending on 
the story and the setting. It can be painful for a player to have his character killed off 
but this just shows them the reality of their situation. The game should always be 



continued and another character created and inserted into the storyline. The only 
instance you should stop the game and have it end is when you have a total party 
wipe out but then the core part of the group is gone. 

 Sometimes you might want to allow the players of the game to be stronger in the 
beginning than the game sets them up as. If you want the players to have more 
flexibility then you should do it, as it is your game you get to control how strong 
everyone is. Players level up by increasing their skills so therefore you should give 
them more points to allocate in the skills section. Instead of starting with 40 points 
they could start with 50 or 60. Just remember that if they level up responsibly then 
you should make your game harder to counter it. 

  



Skill description 

Here you can read an explanation of the skills and what they do 

Agility based skills: 

Archery: This skill tells you how proficient you are at using archery. +1 means you 

understand how to shoot a bow, +3 means you have a good understanding of how to shoot 

and +6 means you are an expert who almost never misses a shot. 

 

Athletics: This skill represents most athletics skills you use during your journey. When falling 

from a high place, running, throwing an object, or jumping you use athletics. +1 means you 

have a basic skill of moving yourself accurately, +3 means you are a skilled ate athletic but +6 

means you are an Olympic level sport athlete. 

 

Brawling: This skill represents how strong you are in a fight and how well you can fight in 

hand-to-hand combat. You use brawling to hit an enemy or evade a punch being thrown on 

you. +1 tells you that you understand how to fight, at +3 you have a good understanding on 

how to fight but at +6 you are a professional fighter who can get himself out of any situation. 

 

Dance: This is how good you are at dancing and how well you can perform under pressure to 

impress someone. +1 tells you that you feel comfortable stepping on the dance floor, at +3 

you can perform exotic dance moves in a controlled environment but at +6 you can do 

amazing tricks that will impress anyone. 

 

Drive: This is your skill at driving a car-like vehicle. At +1 you know how to start a car and can 

drive in a safe area, at +3 you can drive professionally but at +6 you are a skilled race car 

driver who can do most tricks without breaking a sweat.  

 

Fencing: This is a skill that tells you how proficient you are at using a sword or other blades 

bigger than a knife. +1 tells you that you know which end is the pointy one, at +3 you are 

skilled at using swords but at +6 you are a master of using swords. 

 

Melee: The skill to use a knife, axes or clubs in a hand-to-hand combat. +1 tells you that you 

know how to use a melee weapon, at +3 you have a good understanding on how to best 

apply your weapon but at +6 you become a melee weapon master. 

 

Motorcycle: This is just like Drive but applying to a motorcycle. 

 

Operate Heavy Machinery: This is just like Drive but this applies to very large trucks, 

construction equipment and other bigger vehicles. 

 

Pick pocket: This tells you if you can steal something from another person or shoplift a small 

item. +1 you learn how to pick a pocket, at +3 you are able to do it proficiently but at +6 you 

can steal most things without the person ever being aware of it. 
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Pilot: This is just like Drive but focuses on piloting an aircraft or a helicopter. 

 

Ride: This tells you how well you can ride animals. +1 tells you that you can get the animal 

moving in the direction you want, at +3 you are able to control the animal in a professional 

manner but at +6 you become a legend at riding animals. 

 

Shooting: This skill tells you how proficient you are at using weapons that you can shoot out 

of. +1 means you know how to point and shoot, at +3 you can aim well and hit most target 

but at +6 you are a skilled shooter who hardly ever misses a target. 

 

Sleight of Hand: This is a skill that allows you to do minor tricks like a magician. +1 means 

you understand how to do small tricks, at +3 you can fool most people around you but at +6 

you can hide almost anything from others around you, even people that understand what 

trick you are doing. 

 

Stealth: This skill tells you how sneaky you can be and how silent you can stay in dangerous 

circumstances. +1 means you understand the basics of staying silent, at +3 you can sneak 

around guards but at +6 you can stay hidden in plain sight. 

 

Swim: This tells you if you are able to swim. +1 tells you that you can keep yourself a float, at 

+3 you are able to swim very well but at +6 you can swim easily even in the most difficult of 

waters. 

 

Intelligence based skills: 

Appraise: This skill is about estimating how much some item you would find might cost. +1 

gives you a basic understanding or how to value an object, at +3 you can mostly decipher 

what most objects should cost but at +6 you will be able to appraise most objects correctly 

without even breaking a sweat. 

 

Awareness/Notice: This is an important skill that assists you in noticing what is going on 

around you. If you need to listen or look around you use this skills, it can tell you if someone 

is hiding or help you find objects that are lost. +1 tells you that you are able to see what is 

going on around you, at +3 you can hear and see almost everything that is around you but at 

+6 you become like Sherlock Holmes and see all the hidden objects around you. 

 

Basic Tech: This tells you how skilled you are at using basic technology around you. It is the 

skill you use to repair broken equipment that you find. +1 means you understand how to 

take things apart, at +3 you can mostly fix most object and understand what is wrong but at 

+6 you can fix most objects even though they seem damaged beyond repair. 

 

Composition: This skill tells you how you can create songs, articles or stories. +1 means you 

understand how to create a song or a play, at +3 you can compose quality material but at +6 

you become a genius at composing songs, articles, plays or stories. 



 

Culture/History: This skill tells you your knowledge in culture and history of the world. +1 

means you can understand what culture represents, at +3 you have an extensive knowledge 

of the world and how things work but at +6 you can backtrack most of history and explain 

how come some cultures prefer things in one way instead of another. 

 

Decipher Script: Sometimes you can find material that has been coded or based on numbers. 

+1 means you can decipher it but you don’t have a full understanding of what you are doing, 

at +3 you can decipher most scripts and construct them so others can understand them but 

at +6 you can easily break the most difficult of codes. 

 

Diagnose Illness: Sometimes strange illnesses or afflictions are harming your party or others 

around you. +1 tells you most of what you need to know if it is an illness, at +3 you can find 

out what is harming a person even though it is rare but at +6 you could crack the hardest 

cases without even seeing the subject. 

 

Disable Device: Sometimes you can find traps or devices that you need to safely disable to 

continue your journey. +1 gives you a small understanding of what to do, at +3 you have a 

good understanding of how to disable devices but at +6 you can figure out how easily disable 

them. 

 

Disguise: This skill tells you how well you are able to disguise yourself and others. +1 tells 

you how you can put up a basic disguise, at +3 you can create a good disguise but at +6 you 

can disguise yourself so well that even your own mother would not know it is you. 

 

Education & General Knowledge: This tells you how much education you have and how 

much know about the world. Each point in education gives you tells you how far you have 

gone in school. +1 is just basic school, at +3 you have finished a basic degree in college but at 

+6 you might have a couple of different diplomas. 

 

Elect. Security: In a world where technology reigns you have electronic security but this skill 

tells you how to crack those codes or set them up. +1 you have a basic understanding of how 

this type of security works, at +3 you have a good understanding and can open up most 

systems but at +6 you are an expert and can crack the most difficult of security systems. 

 

Expert: Sometimes different character has a unique interest that they can know way too 

much about. You have to decide what you are an expert in but this has to be very specific 

like coins, obscure weapons, movies set in the 1960’s or whatever fits your character. +1 

means you have studied it a lot, at +3 you can write books and publish papers about it but at 

+6 you know all there is to know about it. 

 

First Aid: This skill allows the user to bind wounds, stop bleeding, and revive a stunned 

patient. This skill is very important on long journeys through dangerous areas but without a 

healer the party can lose a lot of strength fast. See more about healing in the 



section Healing here above. 

 

Forgery: The skill of copying and creating false documents and sets of identification, can also 

be used to spot forgery. +1 gives you the basic understanding of how to forge, at +3 you 

have a good understanding of how to create most identification but at +6 you are a master 

of forgery and can create perfect identification. 

 

Hide: This skill tells you how well you can hide from enemies. +1 tells you that you 

understand the most basic principles of hiding, at +3 you can hide from most enemies but at 

+6 you can hide even from the most dangerous of predators. 

 

Know Language (choose one): In Kudos English is used as a common language and used by 

the players. But there are still other languages in the world and if the players want to be able 

to communicate or understand it then they have to have learned it by their character. You 

can learn as many languages as you want but you have to decide what it is and for each one 

you learn you must put points into it. +1 you can understand the basic and simple version of 

the language, at +3 you can read and get by using the language but at +6 you are fluent in it. 

 

Library Search: The skill of searching in libraries or other databases to find the facts and 

information you need. +1 you understand most basics in organizing your searches, at +3 you 

can easily search most databases or libraries and find what you need but at +6 you can find 

almost any fact you need, even if it is very obscure. 

 

Paint or Draw: The skill of painting or drawing, for each point you put into it the higher 

quality work you can create. 

Photography & Film: The skill of photography & film, for each point you put into it the higher 

quality work you can create. 

 

Pick lock: The art of picking locks and breaking into sealed containers or locked rooms. +1 

gives you the basics of picking a lock, at +3 you can get yourself through most locks but at +6 

you can break through even the most advanced locks and safes. 

 

Shadow/Track: Sometimes you need to follow a person through an urban environment and 

then you use this skill. +1 you know the basics of tracking somebody, at +3 you can track 

most targets but at +6 you can track even the most difficult of targets through problematic 

areas. 

 

Street smarts: Sometimes you need to get illegal contraband and talk to the criminal 

element on the street and this skill helps you identify how to act and who to trust. +1 you 

are better at getting “hot” items, at +3 you can get some shady people to do things for you 

but at +6 you have contacts ranging from mob bosses and get to skip the middlemen. 

 

Wilderness Survival: The required skill to know how to survive in the wilderness and how to 

track in it. +1 you can understand most of what you need to survive, at +3 you can track 



most creatures and light fires without breaking a sweat but at +6 you live like a king in the 

wild. 

 

Strength based skills: 

Climb: Sometimes you can find yourself at a big hill or in front of a large fence and then you 

need to climb your way out of there. +1 you know the basics of climbing, at +3 you become a 

better climber and can get through most obstacles but at +6 you can climb even the most 

dangerous of mountains without breaking a sweat. 

 

Strength Feat: It doesn't matter how strong you are if you don’t know how to use your 

strength. +1 you can bend and break most cans, at +3 you can break most objects and tear 

through most items but at +6 you can use your strength to bend prison bars. 

 

Vigor based skills: 

Endurance: The skill of conserving your strength and stamina to survive through hardships, 

particularly those that last a long period of time. If you haven’t slept or eaten for a long time, 

then you must do an endurance throw. +1 you understand you need to reserve your 

strength and stamina, at +3 you have a better chance of surviving hardship but at +6 you 

become an expert in surviving a long time, even in pain. 

 

Resist Torture/Drugs: The skill of surviving torture or drugs is used directly against skills like 

interrogation. This can be very important if you need to hide facts from your captors. +1 you 

have some durability, at +3 you can take most damage done to you but at +6 you become 

sturdy and can stay silent even under continuous torture. 

 

Empathy based skills: 

Handle Animal: Animals are empathetic creatures that you must know how to approach in 

the correct way. With this skill you better understand the needs and feelings of animals 

around you. +1 allow you to cuddle up to most household pets, at +3 you can calm down 

angry animals but at +6 most animals will trust you without fail. 

 

Human Perception: What do you really know about the people you meet, or if they are being 

honest? With this skill you can better detect lies, evasions, and moods of other players. +1 

gives you a basic understanding of human nature, at +3 you can detect most lies and 

understand other people’s motives but at +6 you can’t be fooled and you can sense even the 

slightest hesitation in others. 

 

Interrogation: The skill of drawing information from a subject and forcing his secret into the 

open. +1 you can start applying pressure on your subject, at +3 you can get most lies in the 

open but at +6 you become a powerful interrogation that can even make the most powerful 

subject squirm. 

 

Intimidate: Sometimes you need to get people to do what you want by force of personality 

or physical coercion. +1 you can frighten a typical citizen, at +3 you can intimidate a 



politician or a thug but at +6 you can imitate even the most dangerous of criminals. 

 

Oratory: The skill of public speaking. +1 gives you the confidence to speak, at +3 you can 

easily speak at events or contests but at +6 you are a professional speaker who can move big 

crowds of people. 

 

Perform: The skill of trained acting and singing. +1 you lose some of the nerves, at +3 you 

can successfully act or sing and receive payment for it but at +6 you can perform like the 

greatest stars in the entertainment business. 

 

Persuasion & Fast talk: The skill of convincing others to do what you want. +1 you can start 

using better reasoning, +3 you can win most debates but at +6 you become a smooth talker 

in any situation. 

 

Play Instrument: The skill to successfully play an instrument. You must declare what 

instrument it is but you can have as many as you want, if you create a new skill for each one. 

+1 you can do most basic notes, at +3 you can play professionally but at +6 you become a 

genius that can play difficult compositions and still add in complicated sections just to show 

off your skills. 

 

Seduction: The skill of forming and maintaining a romantic relationship. Use this to see if you 

can form a relationship with other NPC. +1 gives you the courage to speak to someone you 

are interested in, +3 you are fairly good at it but at +6 you become very sensual being that 

can impress a lot of suiters. 

  



Kennaraviðbót 

Eins og spilið er sett upp þá skapast lærdómsferli einungis með því að spila sjálft spilið. 

Nemendur æfa framburð og orðaforða með því að tala saman sín á milli og við kennarann. 

Samvinna styrkist þar sem nemendur þurfa að ákveða hluti í sameiningu og gera 

málamiðlanir eftir aðstöðu. Það sem kennarar þurfa að gera til að tryggja að nám fari fram er 

að gera hópinn nógu samheldinn til þess að nemendur vilji standa sig í sameiningu. 

Umhverfið verður að falla að lærdómsferli nemenda. Hér koma nokkrir punktar um það hvað 

æskilegt er að kennari geri, hvað nemendur eiga að gera og hvernig hægt er að koma gátum 

og æfingum fyrir í söguþræðinum. 

 

 Er ákveðinn orðaforði sem nemendur eiga að læra? Gott væri að fara yfir hann fyrir 
spilið en umhverfið og aðstæður þurfa að henta þessum orðaforða að ákveðnu marki. 
Dæmi: Ætlunin er að þjálfa nemendur í að koma sér á milli staða eða finna ákveðinn 
stað, til dæmis í náttúrunni. Hægt er að láta nemendur útskýra fyrir aukapersónum 
hvert þeir hafa áhuga á að komast og síðan er hægt að ræða um hvernig skal komast 
þangað. Hægt er að fara djúpt í lýsingar og kenna mismunandi orð tengd skógi eða 
náttúru eins og haglendi (e. pasture), engi (e. meadow) eða gresja (e. prairie). 

 Góð leið til að æfa flutning og framsetningu er að láta nemendur halda ræðu í spilinu, 
mögulega til þess að koma sér inn í leynileg samtök eða sannfæra kviðdóm um 
sakleysi sitt. Nemendur þurfa að skrifa upp ræður, æfa þær og að lokum flytja þær. 

 Stundum er gaman að brjóta spilið upp með því að láta nemendur leysa þrautir eða 
gátur til að halda áfram. Nokkrar leiðir eru til að láta nemendur gera það, Til dæmis 
gætu þeir verið fastir í dýflissu þar sem gáta hangir fyrir ofan dyrnar. Ef nemendur 
geta ekki svarað strax er hægt að láta þá leita í herberginu að vísbendingu í þeirri von 
að leysa gátuna. 

 Í dæminu hér að ofan var talað um gátur sem nemendur þyrftu að leysa til þess að 
komast áfram í leiknum og gegnum dyrnar en það er einnig hægt að útbúa orðarugl 
sem nemendur þurfa að leysa úr til þess að geta opnað dyrnar. 

 Í Kudos er einfalt að láta önnur spil, eins og tafl eða Skrafl, koma fyrir í leiknum sem 
þrautir. Þau geta komið upp sem ákveðin þraut sem spilarar þurfa að leysa til að geta 
haldið áfram með spilið.  

 Nemendur hafa oft áhuga á ýmsum málefnum og hægt er að nýta þann áhuga í 
spilinu. Kannski hefur umræða sprottið upp um sértrúarsöfnuði og gæti verið 
spennandi að ræða efnið nánar í umhverfi þar sem nemendur eru í hlutverkum.  

Gagnasafn 

Hér kemur samansafn af öllum spilum sem hægt er að taka og setja upp. Höfundur spilsins 

ætlar sér að halda áfram að setja inn sögur sem hann hefur gert. Þá geta kennarar sem vilja 

prófa sig áfram tekið tilbúnar útfærslur og prófað þær. Hér neðst niðri verður síðan netfang 

höfundar, en hægt er að senda honum sögur sem þið sjálf hafið búið til. Þannig verður 

vonandi til fjölbreyttur gagnabanki með fullt af hugmyndum að útfærslum. 

kudosthegame@gmail.com  
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Thornwood Mansion 

Eftir að Jonathan Patton, vinur spilaranna hefur horfið sporlaust, hefur lögreglan loksins 
tilkynnt að þeir hafi hætt leit sinni en engin ummerki eru um að eitthvað saknæmt hafi gerst 
en hún hefur nú leitað í þrjár vikur árangurslaust. Eftir það fær einn af spilurunum (stjórnandi 
velur hvern honum lýst best á) póst þar sem mynd af Jonathan kemur fram en á myndinni er 
Jonathan og dökkhærð stelpa. Aftan á myndinni stendur HELP. Spilahópurinn ákveður að 
leysa úr raðgátunni með þetta spil. 
 
Sena 1: Hópurinn saman í heimahúsi að ræða hvað þau vilji gera og hvernig þau geti fundið 
út hvaðan myndin kemur, á myndinni stendur Jonathan og stelpan með stóru húsi bakvið 
þau.  

 Það verða nokkrar leiðir til að finna þetta hús, það er falið djúpt í Thornwood Forest, 
á hæð sem er þar. Setrið kallast Thornwood manor. Dæmi um leið til að leysa þetta er 
að gera library search um upplýsingar á húsi, nota sambönd sem spilara gætu haft og 
hringt í fólk til að fá svar eða gera culture/history kast upp á að þekkja til sögur. Task 
difficulty ætti að vera 15. 

 
Sena 2: Á leiðinni til þess þurfa þau að keyra í gegnum skóginn þannig að myrkur umliggur 
bílinn. Það hvellspringur á leiðinni og ekkert varadekk er í bílnum. Þau eru stutt hjá og þurfa 
því að labba restina á leiðinni. 

 Þegar að það springur á bílnum þarf bílstjóri bílsins að kasta upp á Drive. Miðað við 
kastið fer slysið betur eða verr. Task difficulty er: 

o 20 til að sleppa við skaða 

o 15-19 þá fá afturí 1 í skaða og fram í 2 

o 10-14 er 2 í skaða afturí og 3 í skaða fram í 

o 2-9 er 3 í skaða fyrir alla. 

o 1 er 4 í skaða afturí og 6 fram í  

 
Sena 3: Þegar komið er að setrinu tekur lúinn, gamall maður við þeim. Hann er með stóra 
kryppu, sítt ljóst hár og skalla sem brýst fram. Neglurnar hans er naglalakkaðar svartar en 
tennurnar eru skjannahvítar. Hann fer með þau úr a grand foyer with a twin staircaise í the 
great hall og segir þeim að bíða. 

 Markmið í þessu herbergi: Finna fyrsta hlutann af ritgerðinni sem Jonathan skrifaði 
(2). Nokkur atriði, það er stór arin og fyrir framan hana hangir rosalega stór málverk. 
Nafnið Victoria stendur á málverkinu og eru margar myndir um allt húsið hangandi af 
henni, allar eins nema mismunandi rómversk tala á hverri mynd. Mikið er af flottum 
gripum, margir yfir 1000 ára gamlir. Herbergið er á 2 hæðum þar sem hægt er að fara 
í annað herbergi. Task difficulties eru: 

o Miði númer 2 frá Jonathan – 10 
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o Bók 1 finnst – 15 

 
Sena 4: Eftir að hafa fundið miðann geta þau haldið áfram í billiard room. Fleri myndir af 
Victoriu hanga þarna en bara hægt að sjá nafnið á myndinni og fyrir aftan eru mismunandi 
rómverskir stafir. 

 Markmið er að leita undir billiard borðinu en þá er hægt að finna annan miða (3). Eftir 
að þau finna miðan heyrist hátt vein. Það er stórt drapes fyrir einum stað og ef þau 
draga það frá koma þau að music room. Task difficulties: 

o Miði númer 3 frá Jonathan – 15 

 
Sena 5: Music room, mikið er af hljóðfærðum, fleiri myndir hanga af victoriu. 

 Markmið er aftur að finna meiri ummerki um Jonathan en ef þau spila aðeins á 
píanoið kemur falskur tónn. Þar er miði (1). Út frá þessu herbergi er hægt að fara af 
stað eftir gangi þar sem flestar hurðar eru læstar nema ein hurð. 

o Miði númer 1 frá Jonathan – 20 (breytist í 5 ef einstaklingur prófar piano) 

 
Sena 6: The bedroom. Hér finna þau mikið af ummerkjum um Jonathan og meðal annars 
nýjan miða (5). Út frá herberginu er opið baðherbergi og á því hefur verið tálgað í veggin inn 
á baðinu, THERE IS A SECRET CHAMBER IN THIS MANSION. Einnig er gamla dagbókin hans 
Jonathan þarna sem sérst að það hafa verið rifnar út blasíður (það sem er skrifað á miðann) 
aftan í henni stendur aðeins 3 sem er númerað. 

1. What type of building has the most stories? 

2. If you have me, you want to share me. If you share me, I no longer exist. What am I? 

3. I am not alive, yet I grow; I have no lungs, yet I need air; I have no mouth, yet I can 
drown. What am I? 

 Svör: 1 Library – 2 Secret – 3 Fire 

 Miði númer 5 frá Jonathan – 15 

 Dabgók Jonathan – 10 

 Clue inn á baði – 20 

 
Sena 7: það eru tvö önnur svefnherbergi með engu merkilegu og svo gangur að master 
bedroom þar sem hægt er að brjótast inn. Þar inni er gullfallegt gamaldags svefnherbergi. 
Þar eru meðal annars fullt af gömlum kjólum og meðal annars bók 2. 

 Brjótast inn – 18 

 Finna bók 2 – 15 



 
Sena 8: Riff Raff kemur eftir að allt þetta og segir þeim að þau séu ekki velkominn hér en 
hann Jonathan sé löngu farin. En fyrst þau hafa komið svona langa leið, þá hefur hann eldað 
smá mat fyrir þau. Hann leiðir þau niður the twin staircase og til vinstri í átt að the dining 
hall. Þar hefur hann sett upp fullt af kjöti og vín. Hann yfirgefur svæðið. Áður en hann bendir 
á að einn af þessum miðum sem hann fann, kannski eitthvað sem Jonathan skrifaði. (1*)  
 
Sena 9: Leiðin sem Riff Raff fór liggur aftur að the kitchen en ekkert er að finna þar merkilegt 
eða hægt er að fara þangað með öðrum leiðum líka. Í hinum hluta álmunnar er hægt að fara í 
armory, þar sem mörg gamaldags vopn eru, ásamt skotvopnum. Einnig finnst miði (4) 

 Miði númer 4 frá Jonathan – 10 

 Vopnaskápur er 20 í pick lock, hægt að finna: 

o Gullfallegan 16. Aldar kross 

o Lítill bogi og örvar 

o Svipa með lvl 2 í damage 

o Dagger sem er skreyttur og flottur 

 
Sena 10: Þegar komið er í bókasafnið blasir risastór málverk af konu með mann hliðin á sér 
en það vantar að klára mála andlit mannsins. Mikið af bókum og flottheit hér en við arininn 
er hægt að finna miða (2*). 

 Markmið er að átta sig á því að það sé falið herbergi í gegnum arininn, einnig eftir að 
slökkt er á honum sést annar miði í honum, sem er eins og hafi verið reynt að brenna 
(6) 

 Miði númer 6 frá Jonathan – automatic 

 Miði með röngum upplýsingum 2* - 10 

 Bók 3 – 15 

 
Sena 11: Það er langur stigi niður sem þau þurfa að klifra niður og koma loks að stóru 
herbergi með stóri hurð fyrir framan. Á hurðinni er skýtið merkið og þegar það er snert koma 
þrír brjálaðir hundar út úr jörðinni og ráðast á þau. Eftir að þau hafa kljást við þá opnast 
hurðin og þau geta farið inn. 

 Bit frá hundum er lvl 2 damage, hafa 10 í damage slots 

 
Sena 12: Niður þröng göng liggur leiðin og því neðar sem þau fara heyrist fólk vera að kyrja. 
Þau koma inn í stórt hringherbergi þar sem allt lokast á þau. Í kring um þau eru fullt af fólki 
að kyrja á latínu og er klætt rauðum sloppum. Fremst uppi er stór líkkista úr steini með sama 
merki á en fyrir framan hana er krípur maður ber á ofan. Hægt er að sjá að þetta sé Jonathan 
Patton. Riff Raff kemur nú fyrir aftan þau og útskýrir söguna.  Allir rauðklæddur skera sig á 
púls og láta blóðið leka eftir rennu sem fellur beint í munn Victoriu. Hún vaknar og bítur 



Jonathan á háls. Hann snýr sér við og með augun full af svörtu ræðst á góða fólkið. 
 
Sena 13: Dagor(Jonathan) stoppar og á erfitt með að ráðast á vini sína. Þau fá tækifæri til að 
sannfæra fyrir honum að hann eigi að láta þau vera og þurfa þau öll í sameiningu að biðja til 
hans. Áður en hann nær að ráðast á þau kemur Victoria. Þeir sem innbyggðu mat og vín sjá 
hana geisla og líta út fyrir að vera falleg og vilja ekki ráðast á hana ef þeir klúðra kasti. Eftir 
því hvernig þeim gengur, hverjir lifa og hvort Jonathan komi með fer eftir því hvernig 
persónurnar takast á við lokabardagan. Sögumaður líkur svo sögunni eftir þessa atburðarás. 
Task Difficulties: 

 Bæði matur og vín = 20 til að sleppa úr takinu, annars 2 round í confusion 

 Annaðhvort matur eða vín = 15 til að sleppa úr takinu, annars 2 round í confusion 

 Ekkert borðaðir þá sleppur þú. 

 Victoria meiðir Level 3 og fær 2 árásir þriðja hvert round, sem byrjar á 3rd round. 

 

Baksaga 

3 bækur sem finnast og ég tek sérstaklega fram: 

1. Everlasting life and finding the soul within 

2. Dagor and Victoria; Their love and everlasting devotion 

3. The Reincarnation and fulfillment of the Dagor Prophecy 

Ef glöggað er í bækurnar er hægt að skilja lítið en þær eru á fornensku. Dagor er í raun 
Dracula endurborin. Hann var drepinn af bjargvættinum Hannibal en Victoria hét því að 
endurlífga hann. Hún flúði til nýja heimsins við tækifæri og endurfæðist á hverri öld í von um 
að finna Dagor sinn, saman munu þau taka yfir heiminum. Riff Raff mun útskýra allt þetta á 
meðan hann hlær að því hvernig þau fellu í gryfjuna. Maturinn og vínið innsiglaði athöfnina 
og nú eftir að Dagor étur þau, þá mun hann og Victoria taka yfir heiminum.  

Miðar sem finnast: 

My name is Jonathan Patton and I am student. I have always dreamt that I could become a 
philanthropist or anthropologist, but sometimes I fear I don‘t have any real experience with 
people. Until I finally met her online... It was like she knew who I was and what I needed. I 
didn‘t hesitate and I made a decision. Unfortunately for me. It might be my last one. (1) 
  
This isn‘t a sob story. Nor is it a way for me to punish those who have brought me injustice. 
This is my way of expressing the little I have left to the world. Hoping that one day, someone 
will find these notes, so that my family might find some closure at last. I just never expected 
it to be so soon. (2) 
  
When I first came to the mansion I was amazed by the size of it. All of the different rooms 
and all the mysteries that I could unravel was just fascinating. Spending time at the library, 



selecting the finest wine in the wine room, exploring the ballroom, playing at the billiard 
room or practicing at the shooting range. There was just so many adventures you could 
enjoy. (3) 
  
I kept waiting for her to arrive. Spending my time discovering myself and what I was made 
out of. Most of the time I kept to myself and I was also left alone. The butler was nice and 
all, but there was just this strange feeling he gave me. It somehow made me uneasy but I 
wasn’t going to let that ruin my fun. Even though he kept looking at me like I was an object 
of his desire. (4) 
  
For some reason I didn’t sleep very well. I had amazing dreams that turned into troubling 
nightmares in a moment notice. Every night she came for me, every night all I wanted was 
for her to take me away. Every single morning, I slept a lot longer than anticipated and each 
morning it grew in time. No matter how long I slept I still woke up tired. At the time I didn’t 
understand why but now it is all clear. (5) 
  
I can’t go outside any more. My body doesn’t allow me and for some reason I can’t find the 
power to leave. When I arrived here the butler took my picture and even though I was alone 
on it, I am not anymore. Strange things are happening, things that I can’t explain, things that 
no one would believe. Each day a milkman arrives. Today I sent him away with that picture 
hoping it would reach my friends. I am afraid it might be too late. (6) 
  
I am fine and everything is good. I am safe and have left the mansion to see the world. You 
should not be worried about me. I am fine. We should not speak about the mansion in 
Thornwood. We should leave before nightfall as we are not supposed to be here. (1*) 
  
Jonathan is my name and I have gone away. I did not spend much time at the mansion and 
was happy. There is no reason to talk about the mansion as you should not be here. Leave 
before you can’t. (2*) 

Orðaforði til að læra 

 a grand foyer 

 a cloak room 

 a gallery 

 a great hall 

 a dining hall 

 a ballroom 

 a music room 

 a billiard room 

 a drawing room 

 a study 



 the library 

 a conser1vatory 

 the game room 

 an armory 

 a shooting range 

 a pool room 

 stables 

 groom's room 

 private chambers 

 the silver polishing room 

 the gift wrapping room 

 a canning room 

 a wine cellar 

 a root cellar 

 a larder 

 a pantry 

Myndir 

Hér koma myndir með heitum á herbergjum á báðum hæðum. Ásamt því fá spilarar kort af 
byggingu og skrifa heiti herbergja á blaðið þegar þau komast að því hvað hvert og eitt 
herbergi sé. 

 


